Loop’s Race Game
In this game, Loop is racing to reach the violum.
To run, use the Right and Left Arrow Keys.
You need to press RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT very quickly!
Take it in turns to race your friends and see who is the fastest.
1
Get the starter project here (contains Loop Running animation)
Download for offline use : https://goo.gl/0eHpyY
Online version : https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/154816948/
2
Make a variable
Go to Data
Make a Variable
Call it : canMove
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The canMove variable is used to check if you need to press the
Left Arrow Key or the Right Arrow Key.
3
Loop’s Code

Set Loop to his start position.
Set canMove to -1
(this means Loop cannot move yet)
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When Left Arrow key is pressed, we check if canMove = 1
If canMove = 1 then change Loop’s costume
(to make him look like he is running)
Move Loop by 3 steps
Set canMove to 0
(this means you now need to press the Right Arrow Key)
This code is repeated for the Right Arrow Key but this time
canMove must equal 0 to move.

4

Code for Violum
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When Green Flag is clicked SHOW the violum
sprite.
Check forever…
If the violum is touching Loop then it will hide
and the code will stop running
(this will stop the timer)

5
Make another variable
Name the variable Time

6
Stage Code
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Set the Time to 5
First step is to count down from 5 seconds
After 5 seconds the game begins
Set canMove to 0
(this means you need to press the
Right Arrow Key to run)
The time will now count up by 0.1 every
one tenth of a second

Well Done…. Your game is ready to play!

Cody’s
challenges

Can you change Loop’s speed?
Can you make the game 2 player? Maybe
Loop could be racing Switch…
Can you add power-ups that appear
randomly? Maybe Loop could collect a
speed boost…
Can you make the game 2 player?

Links:
Completed Project : https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/154816513/
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